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Abstract

In a Video-on-Demand server, requests from different clients are independent of each other and may arrive at random time. Commercial systems may contain hundreds to thousands of clients and thus providing an individual stream for each client may require very high disk bandwidth in the server. Therefore the disk bandwidth may become a bottleneck resource, restricting the number of concurrent displays in the system. In this paper, we propose a scheme that trades memory for disk bandwidth and strikes a balance in order to prevent either memory or disk bandwidth from becoming a bottleneck resource. Moreover, we obtain the balance point of trading memory for disk bandwidth which leads to the most cost-effective system configuration.

1 Introduction

During the past few years, advances in computing and communication technologies have made it feasible to implement a Video-on-Demand (VOD) server which can provide continuous delivery of thousands of video streams to different clients. Video is quite different from conventional data types like text and image. First, video objects are typically large in size and have high bit rate. For example, a two hour MPEG-2 encoded video may require 3.6 Gigabytes (GB) of storage and 4 Megabits per second (Mbps) of bandwidth for its display. Second, video data needs to be retrieved and delivered to client at a pre-specified rate, otherwise the display may observe disruptions and delays.

We consider a VOD architecture depicted in Figure 1. The server includes a number of disks and a buffer pool. We assume there is no network constraints. Each video is striped into equi-sized data blocks. The size of each block is denoted as \( B \) and the data blocks are assigned to the disks in a round-robin manner to balance the load imposed by a display evenly across the available disks [GZS+97, LS93, TPBG93]. Figure 2 shows an example of striping video \( X \) over 4 disks. The buffer pool is also divided into frames of size \( B \). We assume an environ-
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ment where all video objects have the same constant bandwidth requirement (this assumption will be relaxed as part of our future research directions). To guarantee a continuous display, a certain amount of disk bandwidth (referred to as a disk stream) must be reserved. Each disk stream may serve one or (as we shall see later) more displays. We adopt the cycle-based approach [AOG92, NY94, RV93, TPBG93] that retrieves data blocks into memory at regular time intervals. Each active disk stream stages one data block into the buffer pool during one cycle and transmits the block to the client by the end of the cycle. The display of this block starts from the beginning of next cycle and lasts for one cycle. This paradigm ensures a continuous display of each video.

The playback requests for videos from different clients are independent of each other and may arrive at random time, and therefore a new video display could be started to satisfy each request. In a commercial VOD system which may contain thousands of active clients [EET93], this individual service may lead to very high disk bandwidth requirement in the server. Thus the disk bandwidth, as opposed to disk storage capacity, is the more scarce resource, restricting the number of concurrent displays in the system. There have been several studies on buffer sharing techniques to overcome the disk bandwidth restriction [DDM+95, DS96, KRT95, ORS95, ORS96, RZ95]. The basic idea of buffer sharing is that if there are two clients requesting the same video but not at the same time, the server can serve the latter one by using the data which is read into the buffer pool on behalf of the former one. Therefore the referred video is read from disk only once, while the system supports two simultaneous displays. An example of buffer sharing is shown in Figure 3 where two displays ($D_1$ and $D_2$) of video $X$ are supported by one single disk stream. In the current cycle the two displays are at position 8 and 3 respectively and they will move to position 9 and 4 in the next cycle. If two displays are referencing the same video with the position $p_1$ and $p_2$ ($p_1 < p_2$) respectively, then the distance between them is defined as $p_2 - p_1$. In this example the distance is 5 blocks. Note that although the positions of $D_1$ and $D_2$ are changing as a function of time, the distance between them remains constant until one display ends. By retaining the blocks between them in buffer pool to cover the distance, $D_2$ can be supported without any disk access.

Ideally, a buffer sharing technique should enhance the overall performance of a system. However, all the existing buffer sharing techniques may exhaust the available buffer space, degrading the system performance. To illustrate, assume a server that consists of: 1) a disk drive with sufficient bandwidth to provide five disk streams, and 2) enough buffer space to stage five data blocks in memory. Without buffer sharing (Figure 4a), the server can support five simultaneous displays since each display needs one disk stream and one buffer block. With buffer sharing, there could be excessive use of buffer space for sharing purpose and therefore make the buffer pool become a bottleneck. In the worst case shown in Figure 4b, the entire buffer space is used to enable sharing between two displays of $Y$. Other requests are queued due to lack of buffer space, although there are four idle disk streams in the system. The queued requests may have to wait for hours before one of the active displays finishes.

Another important issue in VOD systems is cost-effectiveness. For a commercial system, cost-
effectiveness is critical. Buffer sharing is essentially a method of trading memory for disk bandwidth. Since memory is not a free resource, it is important to study how much memory should be traded for disk bandwidth, for example, how to decide the size of the buffer pool which can bring the overall system cost down to the minimum. To the best of our knowledge, no study has addressed this issue before, even though it has a substantial impact on the cost-effectiveness of the buffer sharing technique.

In this paper, we introduce the concept of distance threshold (denoted $d_t$), which is a threshold on the number of blocks between two adjacent displays referencing the same video. None of the existing studies have proposed this concept before. If the distance between two displays exceeds $d_t$, then they are not allowed to share one disk stream by using memory. In fact, the value of $d_t$ defines how much memory could be used to trade for disk bandwidth. We further present the controlled buffer sharing (CBS) scheme, which prevents the buffer pool from becoming a bottleneck while reducing the disk bandwidth requirement effectively in VOD systems. The CBS scheme consists of two parts: a buffer management algorithm with the concept of distance threshold (termed BMDT algorithm), and a configuration planner which takes $d_t$ as one of its input parameters and outputs the corresponding buffer and disk bandwidth requirements. These two parts work together to guarantee there is no bottleneck resource (either buffer space or disk bandwidth) in the system. Moreover, we obtain the optimal $d_t$ value which leads to the most cost-effective system configuration. We also prove that the optimal $d_t$ value is only related to the cost of memory and disk bandwidth, and is independent of the arrival rate of requests, the access frequency distribution, and the access frequency of each individual video.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the related work. In Section 3, we present the CBS scheme. In Section 4, we explain how to choose the optimal value for distance threshold to achieve the lowest system cost. Experimental results are presented in Section 5. The conclusions and future research directions can be found in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Except buffer sharing, there are two other approaches to overcome the I/O bottleneck:

- **batching** [DSS94, WSY95]: in this method, requests are delayed until they can be merged with other requests for the same video. These merged streams then form one physical stream from the disk and consume only one set of buffers. Only on the network will the streams split at some point for deliv-
ery to the individual client. Although batching does not require additional resources, it may result in longer waiting time, which is unacceptable in some circumstances. For example, when performing the VCR functions, clients usually expect to get the response immediately, and even a few seconds waiting seems to be undesirable.

- *adaptive piggybacking* [GLM95]: in this approach streams for the same video are adjusted to go slower or faster by a few percent, such that it is imperceptible to the viewer, and the streams eventually merge and form one physical stream from the disks.

Batching and adaptive piggybacking are orthogonal to buffer sharing, and we will not investigate them any further in this paper.

## 3 Controlled Buffer Sharing Scheme

In this section, we present the controlled buffer sharing (CBS) scheme. The CBS scheme consists of two parts: the BMDT algorithm and the configuration planner. These two parts work together to guarantee that there is no bottleneck resource in the system.

### 3.1 Sharing pair and merging pair

For any video object $X$, there may exist multiple displays of $X$ at different positions concurrently. Given the distance threshold $d_t$, we define a *group* of video $X$ as a sequence of displays $D_1$, $D_2$, ..., $D_n$, where (1) $D_i$ ($0 < i \leq n$) is displaying video $X$; (2) this sequence is ordered in terms of decreasing position of each display; (3) the distance between $D_i$ and $D_{i+1}$ ($0 < i < n-1$) does not exceed $d_t$; (4) there is no display of $X$ that is ahead of $D_1$ within the distance of $d_t$ and (5) there is no display of $X$ that is fewer than $d_t$ blocks behind $D_n$. For each pair of $(D_i, D_{i+1})$ ($0 < i < n - 1$) in the sequence, $D_i$ is called the *preceding display* of $D_{i+1}$ and $D_{i+1}$ is the *succeeding display* of $D_i$.

Figure 5 shows an example of a group of video $X$ consisting of four displays.

$$
\begin{array}{cccc}
D_4 & D_3 & D_2 & D_1 \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \\
\cdots & X_6 & X_7 & X_8 & X_9 & X_{10} & X_{11} & X_{12} & \cdots
\end{array}
$$

Figure 5: A group of video $X$ ($d_t = 5$)

Consider a pair of preceding and succeeding displays in a group. If the succeeding display is being served from the buffer pool without any disk access, we call the two a *sharing pair*. In this case, the data blocks between this pair must be retained in buffer pool to support the continuous data delivery to the succeeding display and cannot be discarded when buffer replacement is necessary. The buffer requirement of a sharing pair is determined by the distance between them. On the other hand, if the succeeding display is being served by a disk stream, then if some of the blocks between them are buffer pool resident, these blocks can be discarded. We call these two displays a *merging pair*. A merging pair could evolve to become a sharing pair when all the blocks between this pair are available in buffer pool. An example of sharing pair and merging pair is shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the mapping between disk streams and displays of the example in Figure 6. Note that disk stream $j$ supports three simultaneous displays ($D_2$, $D_3$ and $D_4$) because the two sharing pairs are connected to each other. In fact, if a video is popular enough, then it may have a large number of consecutive blocks retained in the buffer pool (i.e., many sharing pairs of this video are connected.

![Figure 6: Sharing pair and merging pair ($d_t = 5$)](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D_4$</th>
<th>$D_3$</th>
<th>$D_2$</th>
<th>$D_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X_6$</td>
<td>$X_7$</td>
<td>$X_8$</td>
<td>$X_{10}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

: data block not available in buffer pool

4
Figure 7: Mapping between disk streams and displays

together) because of the frequent access on it. When this happens, one single disk stream will support many displays of the same video.

Note that the definition of a sharing (or merging) pair is based on the preceding and succeeding displays, which are defined within a group. Therefore the distance between a sharing (or merging) pair does not exceed $d_t$.

### 3.2 BMDT algorithm

A system must satisfy the buffer requirement of a sharing pair to ensure continuous display of this pair. Moreover, each active disk stream will read one new data block into buffer pool during each cycle. Let $M$ be the size of buffer pool in terms of the number of blocks, $d_s$ be the sum of the distances between each sharing pair (i.e., the total number of buffer blocks required by all sharing pairs), $d_m$ be the number of buffers occupied by merging pairs, and $S$ be the number of active disk streams. Then the buffer constraint

$$d_s + S \leq M$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

must be satisfied to guarantee the continuous display for each client. The variable $d_m$ does not appear in inequality (1) because those buffers occupied by merging pairs are not mandatory to provide continuous displays. The upper bound of $d_m$ is $M - d_s - S$. Whenever $d_m$ exceeds this bound, some buffers occupied by merging pairs will be discarded to reduce the value of $d_m$ to be within its upper bound. In addition, there also exists disk bandwidth constraint, which can be expressed as

$$S \leq I$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $I$ is the maximum number of disk streams the system can support. Inequality (2) limits the number of active disk streams based on the available physical I/O resources in the system. The system should manage the buffer and disk bandwidth resources in the presence of new requests, active displays ending and exiting the system, or merging pairs evolving to sharing pairs.

We propose the BMDT algorithm as follows. Applied in a system configured according to the planner (Section 3.3), this algorithm guarantees that there will be no rejected requests, i.e., each request is served immediately upon its arrival in the server (see the result in Section 5). The BMDT algorithm is applied at the end of each cycle. The admission control is implied in this algorithm so that the continuous display for each client is guaranteed.

1. **Free the disk stream which already reached the end of a display.**

2. **Evolve as many of the merging pairs to sharing pairs and free the disk stream of the succeeding display while:**
   a. all the blocks between the merging pair are available in buffer; and
   b. inequality (1) is satisfied.

   Inequality (1) is a condition of this step because evolving merging pairs to sharing ones increases the value of $d_s$ and impacts this inequality.

3. **Admit as many of the new requests while both inequality (1) and (2) are satisfied.**

   Inequalities (1) and (2) are involved because a new display may need both buffer and disk bandwidth resources.

4. **Perform buffer replacement and allocation algorithm.**

   The buffer replacement and allocation algorithm in step 4 is further detailed as follows. It will decide which buffer should be discarded when buffer replacement is necessary.

1. **Free the buffers which have no potential for sharing.**
This step discards all the buffers which do not fall in between merging/sharing pair, i.e., no display will get data from these buffers in the future.

2. While \((d_s + d_m + S > M)\) Do
   
   i. choose the merging pair with the longest distance as the victim.
   
   ii. free those buffers that fall in between this merging pair.
   
   iii. decrement \(d_m\) by the number of buffers freed in ii.

This step will discard the buffers that fall in between the victim merging pair to create buffer space for either sharing pairs or new displays.

3. Assign one free buffer to each active disk stream.

   This step specifies the address to which the new data block will go.

So far the BMDT algorithm is complete. However, setting a threshold for buffer sharing solely might not prevent the undesirable condition shown in Figure 4b. If the buffer pool is too small, it could still form a bottleneck; if the buffer pool is too large, some buffer space may be wasted. We need to quantify how much buffer space is actually required. Moreover, in the presence of BMDT, the I/O requirement will be reduced, and therefore we also need to quantify how much disk bandwidth is actually needed.

### 3.3 Configuration planner

The configuration planner computes the buffer and disk bandwidth requirement based on a number of input parameters. It is applied statically at the system design time. After the system is configured according to the planner, the BMDT algorithm is dynamically applied at the system run-time. The planner and the BMDT algorithm constitute the CBS scheme.

The input to the planner includes the arrival rate of requests, the access frequency distribution, the number of videos available, the system utilization factor, and the distance threshold \((d_t)\). The output is the number of buffer blocks and the number of disk streams required. Except \(d_t\), all the input parameters reflect the characteristic of the system itself. Theoretically the planner could take any value of \(d_t\) as its input. Different \(d_t\) values will lead to different buffer and disk bandwidth requirements, and therefore the system cost will be different. In the next section (Section 4), we will describe how to choose the optimal \(d_t\) value which brings the system cost down to the minimum.

Assume the request arrival process follows Poisson distribution with rate \(\lambda\). Let \(V\) denote the number of different videos in the system. Assume the length of each video is \(l\), and let \(\mu\) be \(\frac{1}{\lambda}\). Upon arrival of a request to the system, the client chooses to watch video \(j\) \((1 \leq j \leq V)\) with probability \(p_j\). Therefore, for each video \(j\) \((1 \leq j \leq V)\), the request arrival follows a Poisson process with rate \(\lambda_j\) where \(\lambda_j = p_j\lambda\) and \(\sum_{j=1}^{V} \lambda_j = \lambda\). Then the expected number of displays that the system must support is

\[
m = \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \tag{3}
\]

and the expected number of displays that reference video \(j\) is

\[
m_j = \frac{\lambda_j}{\mu} \tag{4}
\]

Consider the disk bandwidth requirement first. Without any buffer sharing, \(m\) is also the expected number of disk streams in the system. Now consider \(m'\), the expected number of disk streams in a system employing BMDT algorithm. Let \(t_p\) denote the length of a cycle, then the time interval between a sharing pair should not exceed \(d_t \cdot t_p\). According to Poisson process, the probability of two requests for video \(j\) arriving within \(d_t \cdot t_p\) is

\[
p_{s_j} = 1 - e^{-\lambda_j \cdot d_t \cdot t_p} \tag{5}
\]

Let \(I_j\) be a random variable denoting the number of disk streams which are retrieving the data of video \(j\). We already know the expected number of displays of video \(j\) is \(m_j\). Let \(D_1, D_2, ..., D_{m_j}\)
denote these \( m_j \) displays. From Equation (5) we know the probability that \( D_i \) and \( D_{i+1} \) \((1 < i < m_j)\) are bridged up to form a sharing pair is \( p_{s_j} \), therefore, the probability that there is no bridge between \( D_i \) and \( D_{i+1} \) \((1 < i < m_j)\) is \( 1 - p_{s_j} \). If there are only one out of \( m_j \) displays served from disk, it means all these \( m_j \) displays are bridged up. Let \( P[I_j = k] \) be the probability that \( k \) out of \( m_j \) displays are served from disk while the other \( m_j - k \) displays being served from the buffer pool. Then we get \( P[I_j = 1] = p_{s_j}^{m_j-1} \) since there are totally \( m_j - 1 \) bridges. If there are two out of \( m_j \) displays served from disk, it means there are \( m_j - 2 \) bridges among the \( m_j - 1 \) display pairs and there is only one display pair which is not bridged up. There are totally \( \binom{m_j - 1}{1} \) combination of the pair with no bridge. Then we have \( P[I_j = 2] = \left( \frac{m_j - 1}{1} \right) p_{s_j}^{m_j-2}(1-p_{s_j}) \). By generalizing the computation, we have

\[
P[I_j = k] = \left( \frac{m_j - 1}{k - 1} \right) \cdot p_{s_j}^{m_j-k}(1-p_{s_j})^{k-1} \tag{6}
\]

and the expected value of \( I_j \) can be expressed as

\[
E[I_j] = \sum_{k=1}^{m_j} k \cdot P[I_j = k] \tag{7}
\]

\( E[I_j] \) is actually the expected number of disk streams which are displaying video \( j \). Then the expected number of disk streams in a system employing BMDT is

\[
m' = \sum_{j=1}^{V} E[I_j] \tag{8}
\]

Now consider the buffer requirement of the system. Without any buffer sharing, each display needs one buffer and the expected number of required buffers \( w \) is

\[
w = m \tag{9}
\]

The measurement of buffer requirement under BMDT can be achieved as follows. First, consider the sharing pairs of video \( j \). Let \( d_j \) be a random variable denoting the distance between a sharing pair of video \( j \). If \( d_j = k \), it means that the time interval between the sharing pair is less than \( k \cdot t_p \) but greater than \((k-1) \cdot t_p \). The probability of \( d_j = k \) can be expressed as

\[
P[d_j = k] = (1 - e^{-\lambda_j \cdot k \cdot t_p}) - (1 - e^{-\lambda_j \cdot (k-1) \cdot t_p}) \tag{10}
\]

where \( 1 \leq k \leq d_t \). Since we are considering the buffers occupied by a sharing pair of video \( j \), the probability that this sharing pair requires \( k \) buffers is

\[
P[d_j = k \mid d_j \leq d_t] = \frac{P[d_j = k \cap d_j \leq d_t]}{P[d_j \leq d_t]} \tag{11}
\]

Now we have the expected number of buffers occupied by one sharing pair of video \( j \) as follows:

\[
E[d_j] = \sum_{k=1}^{d_t} k \cdot P[d_j = k \mid d_j \leq d_t] \tag{13}
\]

From Equation (7) we obtain the expected number of disk streams of video \( j \), \( E[I_j] \), then the expected number of displays which are served from the buffer pool is \( m_j - E[I_j] \). So the expected number of buffers required by sharing pairs of video \( j \) is

\[
b_j = (m_j - E[I_j]) \cdot E[d_j] \tag{14}
\]

and the expected number of buffers required by all sharing pairs in the system is

\[
b = \sum_{j=1}^{V} b_j \tag{15}
\]

Besides the buffer requirement of sharing pairs, each active disk stream will read one new data block into the buffer pool during each cycle as we explained previously, therefore the expected number of buffers required by the whole system is

\[
w' = b + m' \tag{16}
\]
Equation (8) and (16) are the solution of the expected number of disk streams and the expected number of buffer blocks. Given the system utilization factor, we may further get the actual number of disk streams and buffer blocks through a simple multiplication. For example, if the expected number of disk streams is 4000 and the utilization factor is 80%, then the system should be configured with 5000 disk streams.

Experimental results (see Section 5) shows that if a system is configured according to this planner and the BMDT algorithm is applied at the system run-time, then there will be no bottleneck resources in the system.

4 Choosing the Optimal Distance Threshold

From Section 3.3, the buffer and disk bandwidth requirements are impacted by the value of $d_t$. If $d_t$ is too large, more buffer space may be needed to enable sharing, increasing the memory cost. On the other hand, a small value of $d_t$ may discourage sharing all together, causing the disk cost to become significant. In a real system it is important to choose the optimal $d_t$ value that minimizes the system cost with respect to memory and disk resources.

Let $M_S$ denote the cost of memory for each data block, and $I_S$ denote the cost of a disk stream. $I_S$ can be obtained through the cost of one disk drive and the number of disk streams it supports. For example, if one disk drive costs $1000 and it can support as many as 10 disk streams, then $I_S$ will be $100$. We found the optimal $d_t$ value is $\frac{I_S}{M_S}$ when it is an integer value. (The discussion for $\frac{I_S}{M_S}$ as a real number is at the end of this section.) The formal proof is as follows.

Let $a_i$ denote the number of displays that are $i$ blocks apart from the immediate prior displays of the same video. When $i$ does not exceed $d_t$, the cost of these $a_i$ displays is $a_i \cdot i \cdot M_S$ because they are all served from buffer pool with no disk access. When $i$ is greater than $d_t$, the displays must be served from disk and they each cost $I_S + M_S$ due to the requirements of one disk stream and one buffer. Then the cost of the whole system $C$ can be expressed as

$$C = \sum_{i=0}^{d_t} a_i \cdot i \cdot M_S + (m - \sum_{i=0}^{d_t} a_i) \cdot (I_S + M_S)$$

(17)

Let $d_{opt}$ be $\frac{I_S}{M_S}$ (assuming it is an integer), then:

$$C_{opt} = \sum_{i=0}^{d_{opt}} a_i \cdot i \cdot M_S + (m - \sum_{i=0}^{d_{opt}} a_i) \cdot (I_S + M_S)$$

(18)

For those $d_t$ values greater than $d_{opt}$, the difference between $C$ and $C_{opt}$ is

$$C - C_{opt} = \sum_{i=d_{opt}+1}^{d_t} a_i \cdot (i \cdot M_S - (d_{opt} \cdot M_S + M_S))$$

(19)

which can be rewritten as

$$C - C_{opt} = \sum_{i=d_{opt}+1}^{d_t} a_i \cdot (i \cdot M_S - (d_{opt} \cdot M_S + M_S))$$

(20)

The value is no less than zero and demonstrates that the system cost does not decrease with those $d_t$ values greater than $d_{opt}$. In reality $C - C_{opt} = 0$ only when $d_t$ is equal to $d_{opt} + 1$. (This is because each display needs 1 buffer block without sharing.

Take a simple example where $d_{opt} = 10$ and two displays of $X$ have a distance of 11 blocks. If $d_t$ is set to $d_{opt}$, then the cost for these two displays is $c = 2 \cdot I_S + 2 \cdot M_S$ because each of them needs one disk stream and one buffer block. If $d_t$ is set to $d_{opt} + 1$, then they can share one disk stream. The cost of the preceding display is $I_S + M_S$, and the cost of the succeeding one is $11 \cdot M_S$. Therefore the total cost of the two displays is $c' = I_S + 12 \cdot M_S$. Obviously $c = c'$ since $\frac{I_S}{M_S} = 10$.

Now consider those $d_t$ values less than $d_{opt}$. For these values, the difference between $C$ and $C_{opt}$ is

$$C - C_{opt} = \sum_{i=d_t+1}^{d_{opt}} a_i \cdot (I_S + M_S) - \sum_{i=d_t+1}^{d_{opt}} a_i \cdot i \cdot M_S$$

(21)

which can be rewritten as

$$C - C_{opt} = \sum_{i=d_t+1}^{d_{opt}} a_i \cdot (d_{opt} \cdot M_S + M_S - i \cdot M_S)$$

(22)
This value is greater than 0 because \( i \leq d_{opt} \). It completes the proof that the system with the distance threshold of \( d_{opt} \) achieves the lowest system cost.

In this proof, we applied the same \( d_t \) value on each video. Similarly, it can also be proved that applying any \( d_t \) value other than \( d_{opt} \) or \( d_{opt} + 1 \) on any video in the system will lead to a system cost higher than \( C_{opt} \) (the proof is similar to the above and is eliminated here due to lack of space).

From the procedure of the above proof, it is shown that the optimal \( d_t \) value is impacted only by the cost of memory and disk stream, and interestingly it is independent of the arrival rate of requests, the access frequency distribution, and the access frequency of each individual video (the experimental results in Section 5 also demonstrate this).

The optimal \( d_t \) value \( \frac{I_S}{M_S} \) indicates that one disk stream is equivalent to \( d_{opt} \) memory blocks as far as cost is concerned. When using a \( d_t \) value larger than \( d_{opt} \), some displays may be served from the buffer pool by using \( d_t \) memory blocks each, which cost more than serving them directly from disk streams. On the other hand, when using a \( d_t \) value smaller than \( d_{opt} \), some displays with the distance of \( d_t \) from their immediate prior display will be served by disk streams, while otherwise they could be served from the buffer pool and cost less. Essentially \( d_{opt} \) defines a balance point of trading memory for disk bandwidth which leads to the most cost-effective system configuration. In the extreme case where memory is very cheap (i.e., \( M_S \) becomes very small), \( d_{opt} \) may go to infinity, which means the entire video could be retained in memory for sharing between different clients.

When \( \frac{I_S}{M_S} \) is not an integer, we first configure the system according to the planner by taking \( \lfloor \frac{I_S}{M_S} \rfloor \) as the distance threshold, and compute the system cost \( (m' \cdot I_S + w' \cdot M_S) \). Then we configure the system using \( \lceil \frac{I_S}{M_S} \rceil \) and compute the system cost in this case. The optimal \( d_t \) will be the value which results in the lower cost.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we present the experimental results. We consider a commercial VOD system with thousands of concurrent displays. Client requests are issued using a Poisson process. If a request arrives when the system cannot admit it, then it will be rejected. The system contains 100 MPEG-2 encoded videos with each video requiring 4 Mbps for its continuous display. Each video is 120 minutes long. The length of each cycle is 2 seconds and the size of a data block is 1 MB. The frequencies for requesting various videos follow a Zipf distribution\(^1\) with parameter 0.271 (shown in Figure 8) which has been shown to match with the empirical data from video rental stores in a particular week [DSS94]. The system utilization factor is set to 90%.

We start with experiments which compare the performance of different buffer sharing techniques. The value of \( I_S \) and \( M_S \) is set to be $92.00 and $8.00 respectively according to the market price. (For example, one Seagate Barracuda ST19171WB disk drive is about $1470 and can provide 16 disk streams in our experiments. Thus \( I_S \) is around $92.00, \( M_S \) the cost for 1 MB memory in our experiments.) First we compute the optimal \( d_t \) value which is \( 12 \lfloor \frac{I_S}{M_S} \rceil \) in our case. Now consider the arrival rate of 20

\( ^1 \)In a Zipf distribution, if the videos are sorted according to the access frequency then the access frequency for the \( i^{th} \) video is given by \( f_i = \frac{1}{\theta^i} \), where \( \theta \) is the parameter for the distribution and \( c \) is the normalization constant.
requests per minute. We configure the system according to the planner in Section 3.3. Then, under the same system configuration, we perform three experiments using different buffer management techniques: 1) the CBS scheme, 2) buffer sharing without any distance threshold and 3) no buffer sharing at all. Each experiment is run for 100 hours. We measure the system throughput in each experiment. The experiments for other arrival rates (30, 40, ..., 70) are conducted by following the same steps. (It could happen that two requests for the same video arrive within one cycle, however, the chance is very low (less than 1%) in all the experiments and is neglected in our study.) The results presented in Figure 9 show that the CBS scheme achieves the best performance, and buffer sharing without any distance threshold is even worse than no buffer sharing at all due to the exhausted buffer usage. We also monitor the percentage of requests which are rejected due to lack of buffer space and/or disk bandwidth in each experiment. The results are shown in Figure 10. The CBS scheme does not appear in Figure 10 because there is no request rejected in the experiments using CBS. This demonstrates that there is no bottleneck in a system employing CBS.

We then study the characteristic of the optimal $d_t$ value.

In Section 4, it is proved that the optimal $d_t$ value is determined by the ratio between $I_S$ and $M_S$. To verify this, we fix $I_S$ at $92.00$ and vary the $M_S$ value to be $6.00$, $8.00$, and $10.00$ respectively. The arrival rate is 50 requests per minute. The system is configured for each $d_t$ value from 0 to 25 according to the planner. The system cost ($m' \cdot I_S + w' \cdot M_S$) is measured in each case and depicted (Figure 11) as compared with the case of $d_t = 0$. Note that when $d_t = 0$ there is no sharing and the system cost is marked as 1. In Figure 11, the lowest system cost is achieved when $d_t$ is 16, 12, and 9 with the $M_S$ value as $6.00$, $8.00$ and $10.00$ respectively, which exactly verified our study on how to choose the optimal value.

Figure 12 shows the system cost under different arrival rates and distance threshold values. The value of $I_S$ and $M_S$ are $92.00$ and $8.00$ respectively. We try three different arrival rates (30, 50 and 70). For each arrival rate, we configured the system according to the planner by using various distance threshold. The result in Figure 12
shows the lowest system cost is achieved when $d_t = 12$ for every arrival rate, and demonstrates that the optimal $d_t$ value is independent of the arrival rates.

We also study the relationship between the optimal $d_t$ value and the access frequency distribution. Still $I_8 = 92.00$ and $M_8 = 8.00$. The arrival rate is fixed at 50 requests per minute. Except the Zipf with parameter 0.271 which matches well with the empirical data on video rental, we try two other parameters 0.135 and 0.012 which are slightly more skewed than that of parameter 0.271. (The actual customer demand may be more skewed than the empirical rental frequencies because video stores can stock only a limited number of copies of popular videos and customers who wish to rent a popular video may be forced to rent a less popular video.) For each distribution, the system is configured according to the planner by using various distance threshold. The system cost in each case is measured and presented in Figure 13, which shows that the optimal $d_t$ is independent of the access frequency distribution.

A misconception about distance threshold is that setting a different threshold for the popular videos would reduce the system cost. In fact, using a $d_t$ value either larger or smaller than the optimal value on popular videos will increase the system cost. We perform the experiments in the following approach. First, we pick up the 10 most popular videos in the system. For other videos we fix $d_t$ at 12 which is the optimal value. Then for each number from 1 to 30, we configure the system specially by applying this number as the distance threshold on the 10 popular videos. In all cases the arrival rate is 50 and the access frequency is Zipf with parameter 0.271. Figure 14 shows the system cost vs. the threshold applied on the popular videos. It is clear that only when the threshold applied on popular videos is 12 does the system reach the lowest cost. This result shows the optimal $d_t$ value is independent of the access frequency of the individual video.

6 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

Buffer sharing could be effective to reduce the I/O requirement in VOD systems. However, the existing buffer sharing techniques may exhaust the
available memory space to form new bottleneck. In this paper we introduced the concept of distance threshold and presented the CBS scheme which guarantees there is no bottleneck resource (either memory or disk bandwidth) in the system. Moreover, we obtained the optimal value of distance threshold which minimizes the system cost. This optimal value is independent of the arrival rate of requests, the access frequency distribution, and the access frequency of each individual video.

Presently, we are pursuing two research directions. First, we are extending the CBS scheme to mixed media types, i.e., there could be videos of different bit rates in the system. Second, we are attempting to support VCR functions in the presence of controlled buffer sharing. There are some challenging and interesting problems related to this issue.
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